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In the catalogue, new Update Library... commands allow you to add, move, rename, and delete
your images and Lightroom Catalog Entry groups without affecting the database. It's even easier

to rearrange your images when working in Library mode. And now, it's even easier to give
metadata a quick edit with the new Metadata panel. You can see and change any editable

metadata in an image from this panel. It even helps you apply any preset from the Develop mode
panel, all without leaving the image. Lightroom automatically imports your RAW photos into a

folder called Develop, where you'll find a catalog containing the same image collection and
metadata. The basic catalog contains a series of folders for cataloging your project in different

ways, and if you're into tabbed browsing, the folders also sort by category and tagging. The
metadata for each photo includes the location where it was shot, the camera make and model,
and the exposure settings. You can also set the tonal range for each photo, calibrate, add color
labels, crop, straighten and soften images, and enhance photos with the Exposure, Vibrance,

Saturation, and Clarity effects. You can view your pictures in two ways: a 4-by-6-inch lightbox (one
window to show multiple images at once) or nine panes of varying sized windows, grouped by

display and degree of zoom. Editing tools include the Fx, Crop, Fix, Tone, Vignette, and Exposure
tools, which are all accessible in the file menu. When performing edits, you can preview with

previews, compare your photo with the one in the current catalog, export as raw or JPEG, or output
as a preset, which can be applied to other photos. You also get access to DNG profiles and a basic
photo browser. In the Basic menu, you can do some basic post-processing such as rotating images

clockwise or counterclockwise. You can also speed up your image preparation by configuring
presets. 5ec8ef588b
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